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“It taught me to focus on the right stuff at the right time. When I returned I was no
longer distracted by petty things. Consequently, my grades went through the roof.”
Elisabeth Nightingfield, Ascham Private Girls School, Sydney

“It was the greatest experience of my life, and 19 months later it still is !”
Brooke Blackburn, Shalom College, Bundaberg.

Nep a l

www.globalimmersion.com.au
‘LIKE’ us NOW at …
www.facebook.com/globalimmersioncalling

There is no travel experience that can compare with a Global Immersion encounter!
It is unique, and many features make it so …
1. Four ingredients define a Global Immersion Adventure. Without these 4 components it
cannot be a Global Immersion encounter
‘Mutual Servitude’ means we choose charities and developing communities for whom we can
greatly assist. In Nepal, we are currently building a new school for our beloved Khagendra. Their
old school was devastated by the 2015 Earthquakes. In Tanzania, our fundraised monies are
sponsoring children into higher education and building a Music Hall for residents of the great
slum, Kibera, but in return we receive even more! What price can you place on how they teach
us ‘a love for all humanity’ or the profound education and immersion experience they give us.
It works both ways. We give to them and they give so much to us!
Then there is ‘Extraordinary Adventure’. There is no mucking around here. It is full on. We are summiting Kilimanjaro – The
World’s highest Free-Standing mountain or hiking the mighty trail to Everest Base Camp, so that you may discover you have
more resilience and capability to do things than you ever imagined.
The 3rd component of any Global Immersion adventure is ‘Potent Education’ usually derived from
doing things which you are likely to never to do again. Other tours do not offer opportunities like
living with the Maasai of Tanzania or serving with Mother Teresa’s Missionaries of Charity in
Kolkata. These are incredible immersion encounters which will open your eyes to new ways of
seeing yourself, the people around you and life itself.
Finally, we ‘Create Community’, not just with those we meet in our destination countries, but also
with all of your fellow travel participants. We know we are experts in creating very special
environments in which connection with others is made easy and through which very special and
sometimes life time friendships evolve
2. Sponsorship is available through ‘Global Immersion Philanthropy’! ‘Gi Philanthropy’ attracts
donations from Corporate Sponsors, Philanthropists and wins grants from reputable community foundations. Every student
under the age of 21yrs (validated by a student card) receives $1000 off their fee on the condition they at least fund-raise the
same amount to support our projects in Nepal and Tanzania. If you are going to Nepal with us, then you receive $1000 off
your fee provided you fundraise to finance Stage 3 of our new school for Khagendra’s disabled children in Kathmandu. It is
a proud moment, when you actually witness first-hand how your fund-raising effort positively impacts so many lives.
3. You travel with a GLOBAL COMMUNITY. Global Immersion seeks for 25% of participants to come from countries other
than Australia … Christians or Hindus … Black or White ... Talented young people from across the globe, who join us to serve
needy children of Tanzania, India and Nepal. We learn from each other. We work together to add value to developing
countries and joyfully we build a Global Community, which harnesses our collective abilities to change the world together.
4. We do not make price an obstacle to your participation. For some, a Global Immersion encounter can be costly. It is not
cheap to fly to the other side of the world or to hire a team of Kilimanjaro Guides, who guarantee our safety on a mountain
whose altitude can be threatening. Always we will find a payment solution to anyone who is prepared to ring us
(0412982444) and share their cash flow or budgetary concerns. In 2018, 16 participants paid off their trip two months AFTER
they returned, simply because upon registration they rang us and enquired about different payment options. We are
delighted to remove any blockages to your participation.
5. A Global Immersion travel group is called ‘A Family’ for a reason. We travel in teams of 12-14 participants, who are
managed by a ‘Family Leader’ who in turn is led by the one person ultimately responsible for your adventure … ‘The Tour
Leader’. Assistant ‘Mentors’ from our destination countries are also appointed to each ‘Family’ to ensure you have constant
access to local knowledge. That means 3 highly trained personnel take care of every 12-14 participants. Collectively, our
primary objective is to guarantee safety and ensure you have ‘the greatest experience of your life’.

Kathmandu is a chaotic, fully alive, shopping bonanza and we are beautifully located to take full advantage of all its riches.
Our Guest House sits beautifully amidst the teeming life of this glorious city, which offers inexpensive succulent restaurants,
trekking shops for additional equipment, and a myriad of stores selling enchanting local music to fresh baked bread … from
a relaxing café latte to a gorgeous, hand-crafted, llama-woollen scarf. Kathmandu will entertain you 7 days per week!

TREK TO EVEREST BASE CAMP
The 13 day trek from Lukla to Everest Base Camp is unforgettable. Where else can you have 5
of the 7 highest mountains in the world, including Everest, supervise your daily progress. It
will take us 8 days to get to Base Camp. I am confident you will make it. Only the last 2 days
before EBC offer altitude challenges. While not easy, it is very manageable, provided you are
the last to arrive every day and embrace our acclimatization days along the way. We stay at
very comfortable Sherpa lodges, all of whom offer plenty of warmth at night and safe kitchens
with a vast array of local cuisines on offer. Welcome to a ‘Walk in Heaven’ that will positively
impact your life forever.

OUR BEAUTIFUL KHAGENDRA
Located just 40 minutes from our Guest House is Khagendra Vocational School for 322 disabled students … from little
primaries to 21 year old students many of whom started school far too late. It is a simple school with a focus on coaching
skills, which will eventually generate business income for their adulthood. Sewing, Crafts, Arts, coupled with mainstream
curriculum subjects like Maths and Language are its educational offering. Unfortunately, the support they receive from
outside sources is limited. The 2014 Earthquakes also made matters worse deeming many of their classrooms in-operable,
hence our commitment to build them a brand new school. Already 2 of 3 stages are complete. You will feel their gratitude
in the way they greet you, play with you, and absorb the lessons you give them during your memorable visit.

It is a condition of this trip that you possess comprehensive medical, travel and personal insurance. Most insurers do not
cover mountaineering. Our insurer understands that our walks to Kilimanjaro and Everest Base Camp ARE TREKKING
ADVENTURES. Should any claim arise, you will be covered by the insurance we recommend, which in our opinion, is best
suited to these expeditions. While you are more than welcome to purchase your own policy, we strongly recommend our
$348 offer which includes a modest administration fee.

VALID PASSPORT and TRAVEL VISAS.
A valid passport expires 6 months AFTER the day you arrive back in Australia. If you do not have a valid passport, apply
NOW through Australia Post for a 10 year passport costing approximately $282. We obtain entry visas at Kathmandu,
Nairobi, and Kilimanjaro International Airports.

HEALTH and VACCINATIONS.
After 20 years and 32 expeditions to either East Africa, Nepal and India no-one has suffered from any serious illness, if they
were immunised. Please base your medical preparations on the advice of a recognised travel doctor like Dr Deb in
Brisbane City … http://www.thetraveldoctor.com.au … who we recommend. If you drink from bottled water, avoid washed
salads and consider a hot well-cooked diet, you considerably dilute chances of ‘tummy bugs’ and illness. The first Monday
of the school holidays prior to your trip is the best time to see your travel doctor. This gives you time to recover from any
reaction to vaccinations.

WHY IS THE Gi DEPOSIT NON-REFUNDABLE, BUT FULLY TRANSFERABLE. At the end of the month in which you make your booking,
your entire deposit is sent to our airline and destination suppliers. Airline seats, accommodation and meals are then booked on
your behalf. It is the condition of the airline and the local operators that the deposit they receive is non-refundable, but they will
transfer it to the same experience within 13 months of the expedition on which you were originally booked.
CAN I BOOK MY OWN AIRFARE AND MEET YOU OVER THERE? Yes, you can book your own airfare, but you must arrive BEFORE
the main group arrives. From Gi, you would then purchase a ‘land only fare’, the price of which we confirm with you upon request.
WHAT IS THE RECOMMENDED SPENDING MONEY AMOUNT? $700 US cash for Africa covered by $100 and $50 USD notes printed
after 2008. $800 AUD for Nepal/India is ample. These amounts cover your water purchases, commitment to the TIPS pool ($160
USD for Africa and $150 AUD for Nepal), a few meals you might purchase, and hire fees for trekking gear and equipment, but
leaves you with plenty to spare for memorabilia and presents. Visa or Mastercards are a handy safety backup.

When you visit Nairobi with us, you will have the opportunity to visit the most
successful orphan-elephant rescue and rehabilitation program in the world. Born from
one family’s passion for Kenya and its wilderness, the David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust
will introduce you to its family of ‘orphan elephants’. You will understand their plight
and be enthralled at how Sheldrick’s are saving these most magnificent creatures from
being poached out of existence. Here is your homework before you even leave
Australia. Visit this site and be inspired … www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org

MIRROR OF HOPE and KIBERA
Mirror of Hope (MoH) is a community-based not for profit organization dedicated primarily to serving AIDS-affected
children in the great Kibera slum of Nairobi, Kenya. In order to help these children build a life, we together with MoH
provide them with education and life skills over three unforgettable days. Without our support and the sustainable work of
MoH, these vulnerable children would be left to roam the streets begging for food and money and falling foul of other
undesirable means to survive. Be prepared for a fun, interactive and profoundly educational experience with the teenage
residents of the slum, who will embrace your friendship and your generosity in ways that will leave you speechless. Better
bring your dancing shoes too!!

MANDELA GROUP of PRIMARY SCHOOLS and OUR
ATHLETIC CARNIVAL
At the foot of Kilimanjaro in the township of Moshi, sits four primary schools, who are excited
every day about our annual visits. It is the time of their Athletic and Sports Carnival and the
only opportunity when the 4 schools come together as community and as competitors for
the valued Rowan Finnie Memorial Trophy. First, we must get to know the students hence
our first day as coach and playmates. Secondly, we work with them as a team painting their
classrooms from top to bottom, inside and out and then thirdly we join them on the Athletic
track as we strive to win the coveted trophy. There is every chance that this day will be as memorable as the standing on
the summit of Kilimanjaro, which stands majestically over these glorious schools.

“It is the greatest adventure available to anyone on Planet Earth … You
don’t have to be Edmund Hiliary … You do not need mountaineering skills
… you simply need to be able to put one foot after the other … but in the
process, you will discover so much about self you didn’t even know!”
Bernie Kelly, Kilimanjaro 11 times.

We hike Marangu or Machame Routes, simply because they offer either
hut accommodation and protection from inclement weather throughout
our journey or a safer summit to Uhuru Peak. For Global Immersion
participants, the ascent of Kilimanjaro is far more than a ‘a lifetime
adventure’. It is the merging of two communities. We with Bobby’s
‘wagumus’ become one family in pursuit of the summit of Kilimanjaro. Should you not make it, (and remember statistically
40% do not), your experience with our porters, where music, education and friendship reign will make this journey
unforgettable. Incredibly, the end of the journey is a celebration for all, as we commemorate not the destination, but the
incredible personal journeys, whether the mountain allowed you to grace its peak or not.
“There is no such thing as destination … there is only journey … for only journey teaches”.

This 2 day lodge safari is a magnificent way to celebrate your extraordinary time in Tanzania.
One park, Ngorongoro Crater is an icon, while Tarangire will welcome you with herds of
elephant and a variety of animal surprises that will delight you. As for the crater, there are 9
prides of resident lion that inhabit this glorious ecosystem, where animals hardly migrate given
the favorable all year round weather conditions. We cannot promise you every animal, but we
will promise you a Safari experience to savour.

This document does not outline ALL of our safety protocols. It is a summary of key strategies, which collectively protect participants
from the threat of serious injury or illness and is designed to give family members a thorough explanation as to why participants return
home safe, sound, and super excited by their Global Immersion experience.
• It’s hard to imagine that we could be so safe in a continent where we hear of so much unrest, but I ask you to replace the African
continent with a very small part of Tanzania, a country with a peaceful identity due predominantly to the long reign of its founding
Father, Julius Nyerere. Furthermore, drill down to a very small region at the foot of Kilimanjaro ... the waters of which feed the crops
of farmers and peasants. This is also Maasai country, where wealth is measured by the number of cows you own! They are people of
the land, certainly not political activists. In Global Immersion’s 20 years of leading groups to Tanzania, we have never heard of or seen
any civil unrest. Political disturbance in this peaceful region is most unlikely.
• Global Immersion has organised 36 expeditions to Africa, Nepal and Peru over the last 20 years. Consequently, what can go astray
has already been experienced and subsequently accounted for in future trips. Today, Global Immersion knows what every minute feels
like. Our vast experience is your greatest safety.
• It also means, Global Immersion has developed some wonderful ‘motherly and paternal’ relationships with key individuals in these
regions. We are often asked, “How many tour leaders will there be?”, and people get a surprise when we say at least ten or more.
While we have 1 Tour Leader, 1 Family Leader and 1 Assistant Family Leader for every 12-14 pax leaving Australia, this doesn’t
include our Tanzanian friends and carers, or Tshering, Gyaljen and Bickram in Nepal, who have supplied these wonderful adventures
to us for 20 years. They treat our participants as if they were their own son or daughter. That is their nature.
• I also refer to Bibiana, Peggy and Rachel Principals of Mandela, Azimio and Kaloleni Primary Schools and Raghab, Head Teacher at
Khagendra, who supervise all of the activities we have with their students. In fact, Bibiana has just been promoted to Regional Inspector
of all the schools in the area. She is a ‘king pin’ in the district now!! She is one of our Tanzanian mothers !
• Then there is Bobby, our Head Kilimanjaro Guide. Bob leads 12 groups per year to the summit of Kilimanjaro, and he has been doing
this for 15 years. Bob is the BEST and widely acknowledged as the BEST. He is so good, I have contracted him to be one of our ‘Family
Leaders’ in Nepal! Bobbie or Tshering in Nepal will address the group at least 2 nights before we begin our trekking experience to
ensure that everyone has the right gear and equipment for the adventure ahead. If participants need gear, they have plenty of time
to hire equipment at ridiculously low prices. It is impossible to enter Kilimanjaro or Everest Base Camp trek without the right gear.
• Bob will provide a team three times larger than our Kilimanjaro group. If there are 20 of us, there are 60 ‘Wagumus’ in ‘Team Bob’.
(‘Wagumu’ is a swahili word meaning ‘Hard Core Soldier’)
• With Altitude Sickness, the quickest remedy is to descend 200 metres quickly. ‘Team Bob’ and ‘Team Tshering’ in Nepal have the ability
to get a sick participant down within minutes not hours. No-one is ever left alone on the trails. Bobby and Tshering have both mobile
and satellite phones with them at all times. They have direct line to Intensive Care Air Ambulance (ICAA), who can evacuate any
climber off Kilimanjaro or the Everest Trail utilising well located helicopter pads. Car ambulance can actually travel by road to
Horombo Hut where we rest on Nights 2, 3 and 5 when trekking the Marangu Route of Kilimanjaro. We have never had to use
helicopter rescue on Kilimanjaro, which is testimony to Bobby, his team and our safety strategies.
• In Nepal, Tshering is so good he organised the ascents of Australia’s greatest mountain-climber, Michael Groom to the summits of
Everest, Lhotse, Nuptse and Kanchenjunga. They are very big operations … ten times bigger than ours!
• ‘Team Bob’ (Africa) and ‘Team Tshering’ (Nepal) carry bottled oxygen with them from start to finish.
• In Africa, if emergency hospitalisation was necessary, the participant would be transferred to KILIMANJARO CHRISTIAN MEDICAL
CENTRE ... www.kcmc.ac.tz … which has 450 beds and English Speaking Doctors. This hospital is modern and because of its location at
the foot of Kilimanjaro, specialises in dealing with mountain issues, just as this Travel Medical Centre does in Kathmandu …
www.ciwec-clinic.com. This hospital is one of the most reputable travel medicine clinics in the world.
• We personally supervise participant’s Diamox intake assuming you were prescribed it. Diamox helps participants acclimatise to the
lack of oxygen on the mountains. Diamox and Acclimatisation day/s offer greater safety and improves everyone’s chance of making
the summit of Kilimanjaro or Everest Base Camp by 15%.
• Passports are always kept under lock and key. We carry around photocopies of passports, not the passport.
• Participants are continuously encouraged to always ‘eat it hot’, ‘drink it capped’ and ‘go vegetarian’, even though our experience of
the foods we eat at well selected lodges, hotels and restaurants have never given us any problems.
• Every-one is given clear instructions to never carry around anymore than $100 USD or AUD on their person at any one time.
• The total amount of time we spend in a car or a bus in Africa or Nepal is less than 22 hours over the whole three weeks. We have
structured the trip to avoid our worst scenario … a road accident. We spend more time in the air and on foot then we do on ‘wheels’.
There are a lot of strategies in place, more then you have just read, but the greatest safety available to participants and to parents is
Global Immersion’s vast experience, which has already given us the most ‘unlikely’ of scenarios e.g. Lost Passport, Airline not flying out
on date of departure due to airline strike (and we had 104 students booked on that flight!), Altitude Oedema on Kili, etc. These are
valuable experiences from which everyone learns. Experience these issues once and you know how to deal with them forever! The
greatest safety strategy on offer to any concerned parent or guardian is 36 expeditions ... 20 years ... 1033 participants and our leadership
expertise. For further questions please call me on 0412 982 444.

1. HOW TO CONFIRM YOUR PLACE ON ANY GLOBAL IMMERSION EXPERIENCE … simply do three things …
•
•
•

Read and understand these ‘Booking Terms and Conditions’ and the preceding ‘How Safe are these Experiences’ page, which are
conditions of booking. Reading both pages is essential and is assumed if you have forwarded your registration to participate.
Given your agreement with these conditions, fill out the attached registration form on the back of this page and return to …
Bernie Kelly, PO BOX 1178, Caloundra, Qld 4551 … or preferably scan and email to: bernie@globalimmersion.com.au
Finally, transfer the agreed deposit to National Australia Bank Account BSB: 083-088 Account: 19-324-6399

At the end of the month in which you make your booking, your deposit is sent to the airline and our overseas suppliers, who book your
accommodation with local operators. It is the condition of the airline and local operators that the deposit is non-refundable. However,
they are willing to transfer your deposit to the same experience up to 13 months later.
2. ACCEPTANCE AND AGREEMENT
Global Immersion offers you, the Applicant, a place on your chosen tour on the strict understanding that you have read and understood
the following Booking Conditions and agree to abide by them. Once accepted, the Applicant becomes a ‘Tour Participant’. Each ‘Tour
Participant’ confirms that he/she has answered the questions on the Registration Form accurately, and agrees to promptly inform Bernie
Kelly (0412982444), if any of their information changes before the departure date. It is the obligation of each Tour Participant to ensure
that he/she is in good health prior to the tour, having regard to the 3 rd world destination and adventure challenges of each tour.
3. INSURANCE
It is a condition of this trip that each ‘Tour Participant’ possesses comprehensive travel insurance before departure. Such insurance must
include emergency or casualty evacuation, cover for the Trekking experience and adventure components of each trip, compensation for
loss or damage to certain property or possessions, cancellation costs, and public liability at the time of departure until the tour ends back
in Australia. You can choose to purchase the Insurance with a $100 excess provided through Global Immersion, whose research deems
such insurance as most suitable for your chosen Global Immersion Adventure, or you can obtain suitable insurance through your own
means, in which case you must provide evidence of such insurance to your Tour Leader for their validation prior to departure.
4. ITINERARY, PRICE AND EXTRAS
The price quoted includes, administration, leadership of the tour, airfares, accommodation, the greater majority (over 80%) of meals
and all internal travel arrangements, including bus transfers and flights from moment tour starts at departure airport and ends at
designated arrival airport. However, each Tour Participant is responsible for arrangement and payment of his/her health and medical
protection, passport, and visas where required. Each Tour Participant is responsible for obtaining and bringing along the recommended
spending monies. Each Tour Participant is responsible for providing his/her own prescribed medical requirements, personal equipment
and clothing as advised in the ‘Information Kit’ and by any supplementary communications or instructions emailed, posted or spoken to
‘Tour Participants’. You will donate up to $160 USD or the equivalent in AUD to the ‘Tips Pool’, which will be audited under the guidance
of tour leadership to honor ‘quality service’ from mountain guides, porters, chefs, safari personnel, drivers, educational escorts and hotel
staff. Your Tips pool donation has already been considered in our recommended spending money amount. Any additional unforeseen
charges not covered by the Insurance Policy are the responsibility of the Participant. Global Immersion endeavors to maintain its
advertised price and agenda but reserves the right to shift the agenda and the advertised price at any time prior to departure.
5. CANCELLATION
Each Tour Member acknowledges that his/ her insurance covers cancellation costs in most but not all circumstances. Your 1st deposit of
$995 is not refundable but is fully transferrable to the same expedition managed by Global Immersion within the next 13 months.
6. FLIGHT ARRANGEMENTS
Global Immersion makes all decisions in the planning process of the tours. This includes, without limitation, the right to choose the flight
operator, departure date, and arrival port.
7. INDEMNITY
Each ‘Tour Participant’ and parent or guardian acknowledges that the enjoyment and excitement of the tour is derived in part by travel
and activity involving risks beyond the safety of life at home. Each Tour Participant and parent or guardian ACCEPTS ALL THE INHERENT
RISKS of the tour and all activities associated or ancillary thereto. By signing the registration form, the Applicant or when the Applicant
is under the age of 18 years, his/her parent or legal guardian agrees to be bound by the conditions set out in this agreement and the
Information Kit. Registrations from Applicants under the age of 18 years will only be accepted if the declaration is signed by both the
Applicant and his/her parent or legal guardian. Each ‘Tour Participant’ (and where the ‘Tour Participant’ is under the age of 18 years)
and the parent or legal guardian of the ‘Tour Participant’ will at all times indemnify and keep indemnified tour and ‘Family’ leadership
and management against all liabilities incurred. Except to the extent that the Trade Practices Act and the Fair Trading Act imply nonexcludable rights into this contract, the Tour Participant and his/her parents or guardian, if applicable, waives any and all claims, releases
from all liability and agrees not to take legal action he/she may have now or in the future against tour leadership and management
and/or Global Immersion employees.
8. PROPER LAW
This Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws in force in each Australian
state for the time being and the parties hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that State.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Please Contact: Bernie Kelly 0412 982 444

bernie@globalimmersion.com.au

PAYMENT PLAN IS AVAILABLE … JUST RING BERNIE 0412982444
Before you become too consumed by finances, consider this. Payment Plans usually take the form of an agreed regular
WEEKLY payment. In some cases, the plan may finish weeks AFTER YOUR RETURN. Every plan is tailored to individual
needs and circumstances. Ring Bernie to discuss on 0412982444. Plans that continue after the departure date will
carry an additional $100 premium, but have helped 112 participants cherish their Gi adventure !
It is GI’S POLICY TO ELIMINATE PRICE AS A HURDLE TO YOUR PARTICIPATION, so ring us if you want our help !

Kilimanjaro
Calling

Everest
Unleashed

June 30, 2019
Dec 5, 2019
June 28, 2020
20 days
July 19, 2019
Dec 24, 2019
July 17, 2020
7945

Sept 25, 2019
April 04, 2020
Sept 19, 2020
20 days
Oct 14, 2019
April 23, 2020
Oct 08, 2020
6945

(Secondary and Tertiary students
under 21 yrs are eligible)

-1000

-1000

-1000

YOUR LIKLEY FEE

6945

5945

4945

DEPOSIT of
$ 945 NOW

945 NOW

945 NOW

945 NOW

2ND DEPOSIT of
$ 2000

15 weeks pre departure

15 weeks pre departure

15 weeks pre departure

Final Payment

8 weeks pre departure

8 weeks pre departure

8 weeks pre departure

Fund-Raising
Effort due …

1 week prior dep

1 week prior dep

1 week prior dep

Travel Insurance is compulsory and
available through Gi.

348

348

348

Departs BRISBANE
or SYDNEY
Number of Days
Returns BRISBANE
THE FEE
Less ‘Gi Philanthropy’ Rebate

(Reserves airline seat
& all accomodation)

(unless on agreed part payment plan)

Run to the Roar
Dec 5, 2019
20 days
Dec 24, 2019
5945

REGISTRATION for GLOBAL IMMERSION EXPEDITIONS
Secure your place by scanning and emailing this completed registration form to … bernie@globalimmersion.com.au … and electronically transferring your deposit to …

NAB Account: Global Immersion

BSB: 083 088

Account: 19 324 6399

2019 EXPEDITIONS
KILIMANJARO CALLING: Dpts JUNE 30, 2019

2020 EXPEDITIONS
EVEREST UNLEASHED: Dpts APRIL 4, 2020

EVEREST UNLEASHED: Dpts SEPT 25, 2019

KILIMANJARO CALLING: Dpts JUNE 28, 2020

KILIMANJARO CALLING: Dpts DEC 05, 2019
RUN TO THE ROAR: Dpts DEC 05, 2019
PERSONAL INFORMATION (AS IT READS IN YOUR PASSPORT):
First: _________________________ Middle: __________________________ Surname: ___________________________ Sex: M or F (Please circle)
What Secondary School do you or did you attend ? _____________________________________ Date of Birth:

/

/ 20

Shirt Size: ________

Postal Address:__________________________________________Suburb/Town: _____________________ State: ___________Post Code: ________
Home Ph No: (____)_____________________ Mobile: _______________________ Participant e-mail address: _______________________________
MEDICAL INFO: Emergency Contact Name: _______________________________________Their relationship to you:___________________________
Their Ph Number : _____________________

Their Email Address: _______________________________________________________________

Identify medical conditions of which Global Immersion’s tour leadership should be aware? eg. Asthma, Diabetes, Epilepsy, Chronic Fatigue etc ?
Give Details:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________Your Blood Type ___________
PASSPORT NATIONALITY: _______________________ NUMBER: _________________________PASSPORT EXP DATE:

/

/ 20 ______

MEAL REQUIREMENTS: Do you have special meal requirements ? (eg. vegetarian diet) __________________________________________________
INSURANCE: Will you purchase the personal travel insurance policy offered through Global Immersion knowing that their research deem it to be the
most suitable for your trip? Please tick the box if you want us to purchase this insurance on your behalf.
FINANCIALS: Yes, I have electronically transferred my deposit into NAB Account: Global Immersion BSB: 083 088 Account: 19 324 6399
SIGNATURE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: My signature below acknowledges that in choosing to trek Kilimanjaro or to Everest Base Camp, I will seek
professional advice outside of Global Immersion Leadership from a medical practitioner, qualified doctor or expert on ‘altitude impacts’ before departure. I
also recognise that I am choosing to visit a part of the ‘developing world’ and will seek expert medical advice from a qualified travel doctor about the
health risks involved in visiting my chosen destination. I also acknowledge that I have read the ‘Booking Terms and Conditions’ and ‘How Safe are these
Experiences’ pages preceding this form and agree to abide by the information in it. I promise that all the information I have supplied on this registration
form is true and correct. SIGNATURE of PARTICIPANT and/or SIGNATURE of PARENT: (if under 18 years)

